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Tuesday, August 29. 2023

Officially blind

LegeNet @LegeNet   Aug 29, 2023, 9:33 AM UTC

Another one is "official secrets".  They mean that officialdom must pretend to be ignorant of and must never see what
everybody else knows, that officialdom must remain idiots.

The screen shot is:

Primo Radical &#127802;  @PrimoRadical (x.com/PrimoRadical)   4:21 PM · Aug 6, 2023 UTC
(x.com/PrimoRadical/status/1688223657951203330)

(Now would be nice time for nice guys in gov to take down the bad actors.)

 Inlagd av LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå i Förnekelse kl 13:33
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Friday, August 25. 2023

Too stupid to lose IQ on

RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, 8/25/23 1:36 PM UTC

RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, 8/25/23 1:36 PM UTC

First, anyone who thinks this is a real mugshot is too stupid to lose IQ on. &#128175;

This is very well and strategically planned.  If you’re still falling for “Trump got indicted” &#128073;&#127995; you
haven’t read anything via Laws and Orders or applied anything over the past year I’ve shown which are all aftermath
visuals of those and address the “show me where” questions over and over and over. 

Do you know where one of CIC Trump's last speeches was in January 2021? 

&#128073;&#127995; Alamo, Texas, by the border wall on January 12, 2021.

&#128073;&#127995; Optic = Alamo.

Up until his return to Twitter now ‘X’, his last tweet was January 8, 2021.

His "Mugshot" isn't a mugshot.  He's in a suit and tie.  No height chart. 

And he addresses the media, walking to the camera as a President.

His "Mugshot" says ELECTION INTERFERENCE which is addressing the Executive Order 13848 which has been
extended two years in a row by "Biden" that was written September 12, 2018, which was TWO months before ANY
Election under CIC Trump, which means the only evidence of EI they would have had was 2016 and prior.

That EO has a National Emergency in it and it's current and active to September 12, 2023, and must be addressed or a
new order until addressed. 

That's also why CIC Trump keeps Truthing "ELECTION INTERFERENCE" every single day multiples times a day for the
past few months amping up to the deadline. 

The key line in that Order cancels out our votes and January 6, 2021, as I’ve broken down many times before. 

"We have it all, we've caught them all."

His "Mugshot" says NO SURRENDER! 

Also funny how Texas is going to be the first state to go back to Gold Backed Currency on September 1st.

Oh the irony, #NOTTTTTTTTT

William Barret Travis, Lieutenant Colonel and Commander of the Alamo, who drew a line in the sand telling his men to
pick a side. 

Also known for his famous letter “Victory or Death.” 

His famous last words at the Alamo were:

"No rendirse, muchachos!" 
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Don't surrender, boys! &#129470;

All planned.  Military Occupancy and COG &#127464;&#127473;&#127482;&#127480;

RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, 8/25/23 1:53 PM UTC

&#128526;&#129470;&#127482;&#127480;

 Inlagd av LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå i USA, PsyOP kl 15:53
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Thursday, August 17. 2023

Never in history

RFK Jr: “There has never been a time in history when the good guys have been the ones who are censoring people.”

LegeNet, 7/28/23 8:41 PM UTC
Forwarded from The Vigilant Fox &#129418;, 7/28/23 8:40 PM UTC

{ Click above for video. }
RFK Jr: “There has never been a time in history when the good guys have been the ones who are censoring people.”

Oddly, YouTube censored and took down this very interview with RFK Jr. and James O'Keefe.

What does that say about YouTube?

This interview is unavailable on YouTube, but you can still watch it here:

https://twitter.com/VigilantFox/status/1685022571278766080

Follow @VigilantFox &#129418;
Rumble | Substack | Socials

  Duration: 00:01:23.90, 1920x1080
Transcoded Size:  9.3 MiB / 9 671 608 bytes

 Inlagd av LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå i Media, Manipulation, Andligt uppvaknande,
Krigspropaganda, Mänskliga rättigheter, USA, Yttrandefrihet, PsyOP kl 08:42
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Saturday, August 12. 2023

In Psychological Warfare you have Three Different Universes

In Psychological Warfare you have Three Different Universes that the individual can live in.

LegeNet, 8/12/23 9:02 AM UTC
In reply to LegeNet

{ Click above for video. }

In Psychological Warfare you have Three Different Universes that the individual can live in.
&#128280;  You have the collective objective universe, that's the universe that's real, that is actual the universe, The
Divine Matrix.
&#128280;  Then you have what is called a personal subjective universe, that is where a person's subconscious mind is
programmed in a way that affects their conscious mind and they perceive reality not as it is but as they are, as they think
it is.
&#128280;  Then the last one is what is called the collective subjective universe.  Where you have a group of these
people that all believe in the same personal subjective universe.

Jake Angeli-Chansley aka. Jacob Chansley
  Duration: 00:01:43.13, 1280x720
Transcoded Size:  5.7 MiB / 5 971 754 bytes

01:00:46.00 - 01:02:29.00 / 3646.00 - 3749.00 s out of  LegeNet, 8/11/23 12:27 PM UTC   with  Jake Angeli-Chansley
&#128142; @AmericaShaman   6:09 PM · Aug 9, 2023 UTC.

 Inlagd av LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå i PsyOP kl 11:02
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Thursday, August 10. 2023

You Will Find Out

LegeNet, 8/10/23 4:37 PM UTC

{ Click above for video. }

Defender of the Republic &#127482;&#127480;, 8/10/23 5:39 AM UTC
Forwarded from Rev DQ &#127482;&#127480;&#128056;&#127871;, 8/10/23 5:39 AM UTC {hidden account}

  Duration: 00:01:57.53, 1280x720
Transcoded Size:  16 MiB / 16 139 581 bytes

 Inlagd av LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå i Rättsstaten, Rättvisa, Fred, Andligt uppvaknande,
Global rättvisa, Frihet, Mänskliga rättigheter, USA, PsyOP kl 18:37
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Monday, August  7. 2023

Systemhotande Paradigmskifte

 
http://blog.lege.net/?/456-Had-to-be-broken.html#c2699:

Fundera på en annan sak:  Det talas ofta om "systemhotande".  Ett upplösande av det nuvarande piratbaserade
systemet (moderna kaparbrev i form av det som i detta system kallas "lagen") är förstås "systemhotande" för denna
korporativa struktur.  Att som Donald John Trump deklarera och systematiskt legalisera att upplösa avtalet mellan
Förenta Staterna, Vatikanen och Brittiska Kronan från år 1871 är givetvis "systemhotande" för det system som utifrån
detta avtal (treaty) har skapats.  Men denna form av "systemhotande" innebär inte ett hot för folket om vi bara förstår de
nya möjligheterna det skapar.  De som talar om "systemhotande", har de någonsin ens tänkt i dessa banor, eller är de
så fastlåsta i förprogrammeringen som pågått åtminstonde sedan år 1871 att de inte ens kan se möjligheterna eller de
nya utmaningarna?

Hur påverkar upplösandet av världsavtalet mellan Förenta Staterna, Vatikanen och Brittiska Kronan Sveriges
avtalsmässiga situation?  Påven var på statsbesök för några år sedan, var det för att förbereda Sverige på
förändringen?  Är Sverige nu utanför avtal?  Är Sverige nu ett rent brottsyndikat, anslutet till EU dito?

#10.2.1 LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå 2023-08-05 10:17 +0200

Hmm…

DoD Law of War Manual, 10.2.1 Appointment or Establishment of Entities.  The GC provides for certain bodies or
entities to be appointed or established.

GC =Geneva Convention/-s.  To know one's standing relative the laws of war, e.g. are we considered prisoners of war
or some other category, is imperative.

#10.2.1.1 LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå 2023-08-05 10:40 +0200

 Inlagd av LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå i Rättsstaten, Andligt uppvaknande, Mänskliga
rättigheter, USA, LegeNet's insikter kl 19:00
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Friday, August  4. 2023

Trump bankrupting the US Corporation

Jan Halper-Hayes talking Trump bankrupting the US Corporation on GBNews.  No wonder the corruptocracy do
everything to thwart Trump.

LegeNet, 8/4/23 5:42 PM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/50860

{ Click above for video. }
Jan Halper-Hayes here from between 01:12:03 and 01:22:19 / 4323 - 4939 s in Breakfast with Stephen and Ellie |
Thursday 3rd August, GBNews, Published Thu 03 Aug 2023 05:00:36 AM UTC, talking Trump bankrupting the US
Corporation that’s been together with the Vatican & the Crown since 1871…  Trump told the queen, “I’m ending this. 
We’re dissolving this corporation.  We’re going to go back to being a republic & we’ll all be separate.”  No wonder the
corruptocracy do everything to thwart Trump.

  Duration: 00:10:16.03, 1920x1080
Transcoded Size:  53 MiB / 54 885 778 bytes

 Inlagd av LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå i Rättvisa, Mänskliga rättigheter, USA kl 21:25
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Wednesday, August  2. 2023

Had to be broken

It's all those people "only doing what's expected of them" who in the aggregate create tyranny.  It had to be broken.

LegeNet, 8/2/23 8:30 AM UTC
{Via  Defender of the Republic &#127482;&#127480;, 8/2/23 6:12 AM UTC }
Forwarded from Seth Keshel - "Captain K", 8/2/23 2:18 AM UTC

American politics would have marched on at a status quo indefinitely until the sovereignty of the nation was surrendered
slowly, but surely, to the global agenda.

What you are observing now is the backlash to the Presidency of the one who slipped through cracks.

I'm tired of people playing in black and white, trying to call balls and strikes on a conservative/liberal agenda scale, when
in reality, Trump is the only man who could have accelerated the enemy to the point of fracture.

Napoleon said "never interrupt your enemy when he is making a mistake."

Trump deserves the gratitude of all Americans for stepping up into this place in history.

Jollyasfuck, 8/2/23 6:36 AM UTC
In reply to Defender of the Republic &#127482;&#127480;, 8/2/23 6:12 AM UTC

What the Communist, the cabal,  media, never Trumpers do {is don't intended?} get.  What MAGA voters stand for, the
values, the morals……45 didn't create that, it was here long before 45.  No what he did was bring us together, stand up
for us and give us a voice again.  He is us, we are him.  TCSWC cause, they think it's just 45 they have no fuckin clue
the beast that stalks them.

LegeNet, 8/2/23 8:32 AM UTC
In reply to Defender of the Republic &#127482;&#127480;, 8/2/23 6:12 AM UTC

It's all those people "only doing what's expected of them" who in the aggregate create tyranny.  It had to be broken.

LegeNet, 8/2/23 8:32 AM UTC
In reply to LegeNet

It's all those people "only doing what's expected of them" who in the aggregate create tyranny.  It had to be broken.

LegeNet, 8/2/23 9:05 AM UTC
In reply to LegeNet

[ File : Covid_was_only_the_revealing_event__
like_the_litmus_in_an_acid_test__2x1__landscape.pdf ]

"Covid was only the revealing event, like the litmus in an acid test."  

Excerpt in 2x1 landscape PDF form from Irène Lhoste, The European Union Technocracy, Bureaucrats and the Theft of
Democracy—an EU civil servant’s account, Monday, 3rd July 2023, 2023-07-03T16:17:11+01:00,
https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/the-european-union-technocracy-bureaucrats-and-the-theft-of-democracy-an-eu-civil-s
ervants ,  https://t.me/realLegeNet/50632 .
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The above excerpt inline:

"Covid was only the revealing event, like the litmus in an acid test."

"What happens ‘in a crisis’ instead

Admittedly, the ‘normal’ decision-making procedure has its limits and caveats.  Its official appellation (“Ordinary
Legislative Procedure”), however, is not to say that it is what happens by default. 

Normal only applies in normal times—and times are rarely normal.  Crises, on the other hand, benefit from very different
rules.  Take the Covid ‘crisis’.  None of the laws and rules adopted during this period, whether at national or EU level,
followed the formalities explained above.  In the name of ‘efficiency’, ‘urgency’, ‘cutting red tape’, ‘saving lives’, ‘acting
decisively’, etc., all sorts of corners were cut—mostly the good ones, the ones that are supposed to ensure transparency
and accountability and keep alight the feeble flame of democracy.

No impact assessment was carried out; no open call for tender was held when contracting the pandemic
‘counter-measures’, including the vaccines.  Everything was suddenly exclusively top-down, and the EU public
administration—like any other national administration in Europe, the UK, US, and everywhere else—just followed
religiously the instructions received from the political level.

To the outside observer for whom things are clear and whose mind is made up that this was a hoax pandemic, it may
seem inconceivable that so many people—the EU administration being calculated at around 32,000 people, including
those from the executive agencies (i.e., not including entities such as the EMA, Frontex or Europol)—could blindly
follows orders that today, at the remove of just a couple of years, seem so unequivocally absurd, deceitful and harmful
towards people.

Part of the explanation for this evident failure lies in the fact that in reality, out of this huge administration, only a handful
of people deal with any given subject.  Not even the Commission’s entire Directorate-General for Health (DG
SANTE)—which is based far away from Brussels in County Meath—was involved in this; only a task force under one of
the units of one of the Directorates worked directly on the job.

Moreover, as is often the way in sensitive situations, the Commission does not employ its own experienced civil servants
with deep expertise in the matter, but ad-hoc contractual agents, drafted in to a grade outranking the civil servants, to
carry out the task in hand.  These are people hired on a short-term contract and not with the best salary.  They would
carry out any task without asking any question or putting two and two together, just to please their boss, to make sure
the contract gets extended so that they can continue to have a job.  Among the managerial class, it is a foregone
conclusion that the individuals who achieve senior positions will be careerists who long since decided to sacrifice any
moral backbone for the benefit of a promotion.  So nobody will speak and everyone will avert their gaze rather than
jeopardise their yearning to climb the greasy pole.

The creeping corruption in the system

Having inhabited the system for a while, I have formed my own theory about how such a gargantuan failure was
possible.  The culprit is half human corruption, half incompetence.  This modus operandi did not wait for a massive blow
like the Covid pandemic to strike in order to take shape inside the EU bureaucracy.  Covid was only the revealing event,
like the litmus in an acid test."  (Irène Lhoste, The European Union Technocracy, Bureaucrats and the Theft of
Democracy—an EU civil servant’s account, Monday, 3rd July 2023, 2023-07-03T16:17:11+01:00,
https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/the-european-union-technocracy-bureaucrats-and-the-theft-of-democracy-an-eu-civil-s
ervants ,  https://t.me/realLegeNet/50632 .)

 Inlagd av LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå i Regeringsterrorism, Fångar i systemet, Politik,
Herrelösa tåg, LegeNet's insikter, Bio-EM-Terrorism kl 12:22
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